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For over 40 years, due to the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, the US had effectively a ban on crude oil exports, 
save for very low amounts towards Canada, and has heavily depended on imports. But as President Barak Obama lifted 
the ban in late 2015, U.S. crude oil sector have changed since.  

U.S. crude oil exports have soared in the past few years, boosted by the surge in domestic crude oil production and by 
a number of factors including changes in U.S. midstream assets – which led to a flip in crude oil flows as old and new 
pipelines have been reversed to ship crude to the U.S. Gulf – and by investments in export facilities like the Louisiana 
Offshore Oil Port (LOOP), modified in early 2018 and become the sole U.S. facilitate to accept fully-laden VLCCs. 

In 2018, according to OPEC’s 2019 Annual Statistical Bulletin, the U.S. became the seventh largest crude oil exporter 
country, with an annual average of 2 mln bpd, almost double the 2017 volumes. The ranking shows Saudi Arabia in first 
place with around 7.4 mln bpd, followed by Russia (5.1 mln bpd), Iraq (3.9 mln bpd), Canada (3.2 mln bpd), UAE (2.3 
mln bpd), and Kuwait (2.1 mln bpd) before the States. 

According to U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), more than 90 percent of crude oil exported from the U.S. in 
2018 was shipped from the U.S. Gulf Coast. 

China used to be the second largest buyer of U.S. crude oil, after Canada. But last year, following the Sino-American 
trade war, U.S. crude oil exports to China dropped to zero from August to October, while in the first quarter of 2019, 
overall U.S. exports to China represented around 5 percent of total volumes – down from the 23 percent share 
recorded in the same period of 2018.  

In the first 3 months of 2019, Canada was the leading U.S. crude oil exports destination, amounting of 17 percent of 
total exports, before Korea (13 percent), Netherlands (11 percent) and India (10 percent).  

Otherwise, in 2018 and for the second consecutive year, the U.S. ranked still as the second-larger global importer 
averaging around 7.7 mln bpd, after China, leading with 9.3 mln bpd, as OPEC’s 2019 Statistical Bulletin data shows. 

U.S. Crude Oil Exports 
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BPI TC Avg. usd/day 9,736 10,705 -9.1% -9.9%

 BPI 82 TC Avg. usd/day 11,483 12,484 -8.0% -6.7%

 P1 Transatlantic r/v usd/day 8,445 10,685 -21.0% -13.9%

 P2 Skaw-Gib Trip East usd/day 17,432 18,465 -5.6% -0.5%

 P3 Pacific r/v usd/day 10,058 10,484 -4.1% -7.7%

 1 Yr TC Period Panamax usd/day 11,000 11,000 +0.0% -10.2%

 1 Yr TC Period Kamsarmax usd/day 12,500 12,500 +0.0% -9.1%

Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BCI TC Avg. usd/day 15,007 12,987 +15.6% -17.2%

 C8 Transatlantic r/v usd/day 11,845 10,625 +11.5% -32.3%

 C14 China-Brazil r/v usd/day 15,068 13,209 +14.1% -18.1%

 C10 Pacific r/v usd/day 17,817 15,571 +14.4% -8.7%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 16,000 15,750 +1.6% -11.1%

dry cargo chartering 

Capesize market had a quite strong recovery last week, with the 5 TC gaining almost $2,000/d and reaching 
around $15,000/d. Main activity was on the two standard routes Tubarao/Qingdao and West Australia/Qingdao. 
The Tubarao to Qingdao route gained almost half a dollar during the week, before closing on Friday at $16.85/mt. 
The West Australia/Qingdao route followed the same path, opening at $7.28/mt on Monday and closing the week 
at $7.73/mt, and thus gaining 50 cent; on tc basis, Pacific round levels were between $16,000/d and $17,000/d. 
Lack of prompt tonnage and some fresh front haul cargoes pushed front hauls up to $29,000/d and also back 
hauls consolidated the positive level by closing on Friday at $1,300/d. On the Saldanha Bay to Qingdao route, 
$12.50/mt was done on Friday. 
Regarding period, there was a fixture for a 9/11 months period at $17,000/d basis slightly better Capesize vessel 
than the standard BCI type. 
 

Capesize Market 

Rates 

Panamax Market 

Rates 

Market showed a slowdown in the ECSAm area with Kamsarmax rating $15,750/d + $575k bb for ECSAm front 
haul business, tick less than the previous fixtures reported but could also be a result of the holidays in F.East. An 
82k dwt has been reported for Spore/Japan trip via ECSAm at $15,300/d + $530k bb, while at the beginning of 
the week similar size have been reported fixed at $16,000/d + $600k bb. Basis dely Gib, an 80k dwt was also 
reported fixed for TCT via NCSA to Spore/Japan at $19,000/d, while for trip to Skaw/Gib basis ECSAm dely a 75k 
dwt was fixed at $17,500/d. Basis Gib dely an 82k was also reported fixed at $10,750/d for trip to Aughinish. In 
USG area an 82k was reported fixed at $11,000/d + $100k for trip with redely Cont.  
In Cont  a 76k dwt was reported fixing $18,000/d basis Stade dely for trip to MEG, while for 2LL basis Passero dely 
an 82k dwt was done at $12,000/d for trip to Skaw/Gib. In Feast, Nopac rounds were reported done on a 82k dwt 
at $12,750/d basis CJK dely, while similar levels - $12,500/d – were seen for trips via E.Australia to India basis 
Chiba dely. Quick trips in SEAsia were repoted fixed basis Taichung via Indo to Malaysia at $10,000/d. 
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dry cargo chartering 

Supramax showed signs of weakness last week due to slow activity, not too many ships and a general low 
sentiment. Supras’ rates for USG to Cont/Med were in the $12,000's/f, while Ultramax were getting high teens 
for clean cargoes to East and in the high teens for TARV. Handysize market was slowly improving, even if rates 
were in the $7,000’s/d for USG/Med on 32/35k dwt and in the $8,500/9,000/d on larger 37/39k dwt. ECSAm 
market was showing signs of decrease as well, especially on Handysizes, which passed from $10,500/11,000/d 
level for trip via ECSAm to Cont/Med to $10,000/d. Trips FEast went down from $15,000/15,500/d to $14,000/d 
and coastal trips within Brazil from $10,000/d to $9,000/d. Meanwhile, Supramax market was still more than 
stable in the Atlantic, with $15/15,000/d agreed for trip to Cont/Med and $13,250/d + $325,000 bb for trip FEast, 
tick less than previous week, and Ultramax for trip FEast were steady in the $14,500/d + $450,000 bb. 

Supramax & Handysize Market 
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Handies and Supramax markets were stable during the week. The Cont/EMed trades with scrap saw Handies t/c 
rates basis dely Cont not so different from Supras’ ones. A nice 34k dwt was fixed at around $7,500/d for scrap 
into EMed for 30 days, while a nice and modern 56k wt fixed for the same trip basis dely Cont achieved $8,300/d, 
which reflects more or less levels of previous week. Front haul rates were stable as well; there were rumors that a 
nice Japanese 56k dwt was fixed at $13,250/d for clean long duration cargo into Spore/Japan range basis dely 
ARA range, while no fixtures were reported on Handies for this route. Finally, it was a not-so-negative week in the 
Black Sea, with Supramax index showing an average rate of around $13,250/13,500/d for trip ex Canakkale to 
FEast. Back hauls were fixed in the $4/5,000/d region on small Handies and around $6,000/f on larger ones. Some 
Owners were opting for quick interMed businesses as well, proving that the general feeling is that the market 
could keep improving in the next 15/20 days in view of the historically good July market in the area. 

It was a very slow week in the Gulf area, as most of GCC countries were on holiday for Eid Al Fitr celebrations. 
Few fixtures came to light, mostly done on APS delivery in the MEG: a 51k dwt was fixed aps MEG port for trip to 
WCI with fertilizers around $9,000/d levels. Mid-week, an Eco Tess58 was understood to have fixed aps Fujairah 
for ECI trip at $13,000/d levels, while from WCI a 56k dwt was fixed for trip to Bangladesh fetching close to 
$12,000/d levels. On the period front, a 62k dwt was heard to have fixed 3/5 months at close to mid $12,000/d 
levels bss aps MEG port. From ECI, there were rumors of a 56k dwt going at $10,000/d levels for trip to FEast. 
From SAfrica few fixtures came to light as well, with a 63k dwt achieving around $12,500/d aps RBCT + close to 
$250,000 bb levels for trip to MEG/WCI. Towards the end of the week, a 63k dwt was understood to be on subs 
for trip via SAfr to FEast at low $13,000/d aps SAfr + low $300,000 bb for trip to FEast.  
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Similarly to other shipping areas and mostly due to the celebrations after the end of the Ramadan, chartering 
activity was much slower last week; therefore Supra/Ultramax rates showed further decreases. Coal trade from 
Indonesia to China was quiet; an Ultramax delivering at ECChina was fixed for a coal cargo from Indonesia to 
Pakistan at just $6,000/d dely ECChina, while a 50k dwt size already in ballast south bound for orders got 
$7,750/d aps Philippines for a trip to HK, likely with coal. A little more activity was recorded for spot business 
loading from Australia: an Ultarmax delivering at ECChina was agreed at $8,000/d for a trip via Australia to 
Spore/Japan range, while a fancy 39k dwt was paid at same rate with dely SChina via WAustralia with grains to 
Japan and another nice 35k dwt delivered at SWAustralia performed a trip via NWAustralia with salt, at a rate of 
$11,000/d, by further underlining that the 35/38k dwt size market kept on running better. On period front, a 5-
y.o. 63,500 dwt was fixed at $11,750/d dely ECChina for 5/7 months period. 
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 BSI TC Avg. usd/day 8,173 8,511 -4.0% -29.1%

 S4A 58 USG-Skaw/Pass usd/day 12,734 12,991 -2.0% -15.8%

 S9 58 WAF-ECSA-Med usd/day 9,064 9,093 -0.3% +6.7%

 S1B 58 Canakkale-FEast usd/day 13,564 13,196 +2.8% -16.6%

 S11 58 Pacific r/v usd/day 6,970 7,494 -7.0% -38.5%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 9,750 10,000 -2.5% -18.8%

 BHSI TC Avg. usd/day 6,175 5,969 +3.5% -27.3%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 8,250 8,500 -2.9% -15.4%
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W
Premium/  

Discount

Jun (19) usd/day 15,000 14,129 +6.2% -0.0%

Jul (19) usd/day 15,833 14,708 +7.6% +5.5%

Aug (19) usd/day 16,125 15,542 +3.8% +7.4%

Q3 (19) usd/day 16,389 15,586 +5.2% +9.2%

Q4 (19) usd/day 18,313 17,888 +2.4% +22.0%

Q1 (20) usd/day 12,154 12,192 -0.3% -19.0%

Cal 20 usd/day 14,392 14,065 +2.3% -4.1%

Cal 21 usd/day 13,250 13,150 +0.8% -11.7%

Cal 22 usd/day 13,400 13,471 -0.5% -10.7%

Jun (19) usd/day 9,979 10,533 -5.3% +2.5%

Jul (19) usd/day 10,158 10,579 -4.0% +4.3%

Aug (19) usd/day 10,308 10,521 -2.0% +5.9%

Q3 (19) usd/day 10,278 10,574 -2.8% +5.6%

Q4 (19) usd/day 10,204 10,529 -3.1% +4.8%

Q1 (20) usd/day 8,683 8,646 +0.4% -10.8%

Cal 20 usd/day 8,950 9,050 -1.1% -8.1%

Cal 21 usd/day 8,504 8,725 -2.5% -12.7%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,083 8,158 -0.9% -17.0%

Jun (19) usd/day 8,529 8,904 -4.2% +4.4%

Jul (19) usd/day 9,379 9,463 -0.9% +14.8%

Aug (19) usd/day 9,929 10,042 -1.1% +21.5%

Q3 (19) usd/day 9,818 9,971 -1.5% +20.1%

Q4 (19) usd/day 9,854 10,063 -2.1% +20.6%

Q1 (20) usd/day 8,388 8,408 -0.2% +2.6%

Cal 20 usd/day 8,950 9,217 -2.9% +9.5%

Cal 21 usd/day 8,802 9,058 -2.8% +7.7%

Cal 22 usd/day 8,479 8,542 -0.7% +3.7%

Jun (19) usd/day 6,450 6,438 +0.2% +4.5%

Jul (19) usd/day 6,975 6,988 -0.2% +13.0%

Aug (19) usd/day 7,388 7,413 -0.3% +19.6%

Q3 (19) usd/day 7,404 7,438 -0.5% +19.9%

Q4 (19) usd/day 8,238 8,350 -1.3% +33.4%

Q1 (20) usd/day 7,331 7,388 -0.8% +18.7%

Cal 20 usd/day 8,056 8,113 -0.7% +30.5%

Cal 21 usd/day 7,913 7,956 -0.5% +28.1%

Cal 22 usd/day 7,869 7,900 -0.4% +27.4%
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dry cargo chartering 

Dry Bulk FFAs (Baltic Forward Assessments) 
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 TD1 MEG-USG ws 17.64 18.00 -2.0% -8.4%

 TD1 MEG-USG usd/day -8,599 -9,799 +12.2% +42.8%

 TD2 MEG-Spore ws 38.83 40.13 -3.2% -20.9%

 TD3C MEG-China ws 38.17 39.38 -3.1% -21.8%

 TD3C MEG-China usd/day 12,110 11,031 +9.8% +11.1%

 TD15 WAF-China ws 39.56 41.00 -3.5% -19.6%

 Avg. VLCC TCE usd/day 1,756 616 +185.1% +185.2%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 34,000 33,000 +3.0% +70.0%

 TD6 BSea-Med ws 81.56 76.69 +6.4% -10.7%

 TD6 BSea-Med usd/day 16,345 11,565 +41.3% +25.2%

 TD20 WAF-Cont ws 71.36 53.05 +34.5% +6.8%

 MEG-EAST ws 70.00 70.00 +0.0% -4.1%

 TD23 MEG-Med ws 29.33 27.67 +6.0% +8.6%

 Avg. Suezmax TCE usd/day 16,872 8,831 +91.1% +77.9%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 24,000 23,500 +2.1% +50.0%

 TD7 NSea-Cont ws 98.89 99.17 -0.3% -1.1%

 TD7 NSea-Cont usd/day 12,399 11,033 +12.4% +1136.2%

 TD17 Baltic-UKC ws 73.61 73.89 -0.4% -5.4%

 TD17 Baltic-UKC usd/day 12,142 10,188 +19.2% +118.0%

 TD19 Med-Med ws 81.00 93.89 -13.7% -7.7%

 TD19 Med-Med usd/day 5,933 10,185 -42% +578.1%

 TD8 Kuwait-China ws 107.83 108.89 -1.0% +13.0%

 TD8 Kuwait-China usd/day 14,032 13,216 +6.2% +422.8%

 TD9 Caribs-USG ws 88.44 83.44 +6.0% -36.7%

 TD9 Caribs-USG usd/day 6,649 3,321 +100.2% -52.2%

 Avg. Aframax TCE usd/day 11,135 10,497 +6.1% +120.8%

 1 Year TC Period usd/day 22,000 22,000 +0.0% +57.1%
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tanker chartering 

Last week Vlcc market was mostly quiet and steady at previous week levels. Hound Point/South Korea was done 
at $4.35 mln. 
Otherwise, it's been a busy week for Suezmax, with rates rising particularly ex West Africa and ex the ECMex-CBS-
USG area, with rates to Europe up to/above 130,000 mt at WS70 and 147,000 mt at WS55 respectively. Black Sea 
market took a few points too, and $3.45 mln was paid for CPC/South Korea. Since three Basrah stems were 
worked at the end of the week, we expect rates towards Med to settle up to/about WS30. 
Aframat rates in Med softened to/below WS80 level with around 5 points premium ex Black Sea; however as 
Charterers were trying to "capitalize" by covering their requirements, tonnage list was getting shorter and 
Owners were trying to reverse the trend. Rates were steadier in North West Europe and in the East, and just 
slightly up in the Americas. 
 

Crude Oil Tanker Market 
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tanker chartering 

Product Tanker Market 

Delays at Turkish Straits for Daylight Restricted Vessels 

East of Suez, LR2 rates kept previous week levels at WS105/107.5 for MEG/Japan voyages, while MEG/UKC lost 
ground and ended at $2.15 mln and LR1 going East remained overall steady at WS 117.5. West of Suez, LR2 
trading UKC/Japan softened to $1.8 mln, while LR1 reached $1.625 mln. 
In Med, rates for clean Handysizes on CrossMed went down to WS145, while Black Sea/Med rates shifted 
downwards to WS165 mark. In Cont, clean Handysize rates on Baltic/UKC routes gained 2.5 WS points and closed 
at WS120, with CrossCont following at around WS110. Clean MRs saw rates on Cont/TA losing 10 WS points 
week-on-week to WS117.5 basis 37,000 mt. Back hauls basis 38,000 mt – the TC14 route – fell to WS70. 
In Med, week 23 for dirty Handysize and MRs was less busy compared to the previous ones, and saw the position 
list getting longer with a few more prompt vessels to be fixed. As a result, at the end of the week WS155 was 
rumored on subject for CrossMed and WS167.5 from Black Sea. No significant fixtures were reported on dirty Mrs 
in Med or ex Black Sea, and rates kept stable levels at WS115 for CrossMed and WS120 from Black Sea basis 
45,000 mt. Similarly to the Med, the dirty Cont market wasn’t busy at all. As just few cargoes were fixed from 
Cont and/or Baltic Sea, rates for CrossCont trades basis 30,000 mt remained stable at WS120.  
Panamax market was quiet again, keeping stable rates at WS97.5/100 basis 55,000 mt on Cont-Med/ TA.  
 
 

  7 market report - week 23/2019 

Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 TC1 MEG-Japan ( 7 5 k ) ws 105.63 106.50 -0.8% -7.9%

 TC1 MEG-Japan ( 7 5 k ) usd/day 15,326 15,225 +0.7% +41.2%

 TC8 MEG-UKC ( 6 5 k ) usd/mt 28.00 27.54 +1.7% +14.2%

 TC5 MEG-Japan ( 5 5 k ) ws 116.72 117.17 -0.4% +0.8%

 TC5 MEG-Japan ( 5 5 k ) usd/day 12,968 12,405 +4.5% +76.9%

 TC2 Cont-USAC ( 3 7 k ) ws 118.33 127.78 -7.4% +3.6%

 TC2 Cont-USAC ( 3 7 k ) usd/day 8,368 8,925 -6.2% +261.8%

 TC14 USG-Cont ( 3 8 k ) ws 70.00 80.36 -12.9% +3.2%

 TC14 USG-Cont ( 3 8 k ) usd/day 83 867 -90.4% +102.0%

 TC9 Baltic-UKC ( 2 2 k ) ws 120.00 117.14 +2.4% -18.8%

 TC6 Med-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 143.13 158.06 -9.4% +3.9%

 TC7 Spore-ECAu ( 3 0 k ) ws 159.38 158.72 +0.4% -12.0%

 TC7 Spore-ECAu ( 3 0 k ) usd/day 12,915 12,351 +4.6% +19.2%

 TC11 SK-Spore  ( 4 0 k ) usd/mt 8.96 8.99 -0.3% +5.5%

 MR Pacific Basket usd/day 13,448 13,567 -0.9% +78.3%

 MR Atlantic Basket usd/day 9,567 11,056 -13.5% +225.7%

 LR2 1 Year TC Period usd/day 21,000 21,000 +0.0% +50.0%

 MR2 1 Year TC Period usd/day 14,500 14,500 +0.0% +3.6%

 TD12 Cont-USG ( 5 5 k ) ws 98.44 95.94 +2.6% -5.9%

 TD18 Baltic-UKC ( 3 0 K) ws 118.75 120.00 -1.0% -35.1%

 BSea-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 167.5 170.0 -1.5% -1.5%

 Med-Med ( 3 0 k ) ws 155.0 155.0 +0.0% +0.0%
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Northbound days 1.5 2.0 -25.0% +0.0%

 Southbound days 1.5 2.0 -25.0% +0.0%
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Unit 06-Jun 28-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 ConTex index 399 402 -0.7% -25.3%

 4250 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 9,037 9,194 -1.7% -31.1%

 3500 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 8,837 8,825 +0.1% -28.5%

 2700 teu (1Y, g’less) usd/day 9,034 9,046 -0.1% -25.9%

 2500 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 9,828 9,018 +9.0% -19.3%

 1700 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 8,350 8,344 +0.1% -23.8%

 1100 teu (1Y, geared) usd/day 6,483 6,548 -1.0% -22.3%

Last week we saw New Contex losing ground and passing from 402 to only 399 points, with various Holidays and 
the start of the summer season not really supporting any market improvements.  

containers 

VHSS Containership Timecharter Assessment 
(source: Hamburg Shipbrokers’ Association) 

Containership Market 

Shanghai Containerized Freight Index 
(source: Shanghai Shipping Exchange) 
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Comprehensive Index index 783 782 +0.1% -2.9%

 Services:

 Shanghai - North Europe usd/teu 779 780 -0.1% -10.5%

 Shanghai - Mediterranean usd/teu 745 740 +0.7% -17.6%

 Shanghai - WC USA usd/feu 1,439 1,471 -2.2% +6.0%

 Shanghai - EC USA usd/feu 2,502 2,541 -1.5% +6.3%

 Shanghai - Dubai usd/teu 840 775 +8.4% +53.6%

 Shanghai - Santos usd/teu 1,330 1,361 -2.3% -33.2%

 Shanghai - Singapore usd/teu 140 140 +0.0% -11.9%

market report - week 23/2019 

Recent Fixtures 

Vessel Name Built TEUs TEU@14 Gear Fixture Period Rates 

Csl Sophie 2005 4,738 3,272 no fixed to Zim 2/3 m $9,750/d 

Hobby Hunter 2009 4,255 2,811 no extended to Cosco 6 m $11,750/d 

Gerhard Schulte 2006 3,534 2,413 no extended to Acl 3/5 m $10,750/d 

Cape Araxos 2016 2,202 1,574 yes extended to Gsl 9/12 m $12,400/d 



Type Size Built Yard Buyers Price Comment 

Crude 115,000 dwt 2H 2020 Sumitomo Thenamaris n.a. 1 unit (opt. exercised) 

Crude 115,000 dwt 2021 Sumitomo Valles Steamship 50 1 unit (opt. exercised) 

Cont 12,000 TEU n.a. Yangzijiang MSC 910 10 units 
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Ultramax LR2 MR2

3 yrs 5 yrs 7 yrs 10 yrs 15 yrs 20 yrs

 USD 1.89 1.92 2.00 2.12 2.26 2.32

 Euro -0.27 -0.14 0.02 0.28 0.60 0.77

Libor USD Libor Euro Euribor Euro

 6 Months 2.37 -0.33 -0.26

 12 Months 2.35 -0.23 -0.18

In the tanker market, some options were exercised for Aframax. It was reported that Thenamaris added a third 
unit at Sumitomo with delivery during 2H 2020, as well as Valles Steamship, which declared an option for an 
additional unit (Tier III and scrubber fitted) at Sumitomo to be delivered during 2021, price to be around $50 mln.  
In the container segment, it is understood that MSC (Mediterranean Shipping Company) singed a LOI with 
Yangzijiang Shipbuilding for up to 10 units around 12,000 TEUs each. LOI is valued at $910 mln if all ships will be 
ordered.  
In the gas market, Samsung has received an order for 2 x LNG units (around 174,000 cbm) with delivery second  
half of 2022, price to be $190 mln each. 
 

Newbuilding Market 

Newbuilding Reported Orders 

Indicative Newbuilding Prices (China) 

sale & purchase 

Interest Rates 

Interest Rate Swaps 
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Unit 01-Jun-19 M-o-M Y-o-Y

 Capesize usd mln 48.9 -0.4% +4.5%

 Ultramax usd mln 26.1 -0.4% +1.5%

 Supramax usd mln 23.1 -0.1% +1.8%

 VLCC usd mln 83.9 -0.2% +3.5%

 LR2 Coated usd mln 46.5 -0.5% +3.5%

 MR2 Coated usd mln 33.5 -0.4% +0.1%

07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 USD/Euro 1.13 1.12 +1.1% -4.8%

 Yen/USD 108.2 108.3 -0.1% -1.4%

 SK Won/USD 1,181 1,191 -0.8% +10.5%

Exchange Rates 

market report - week 23/2019 



 TYPE VESSEL NAME DWT BLT YARD BUYERS PRICE NOTE 

Bulk GH Frankel 63,000 2012 Yangzhou Dayang Undisclosed 16.9   

Bulk Bulk Pegasus 58,700 2009 Tsuneishi Cebu Bangladeshi buyer 13.3   

Crude Brightoil Gravity 319,000 2012 HMD Hong Kong buyer 55.8 
Auction in 

S.Korea 

Crude  Brightoil Grace 319,000 2013 HMD Greek buyers 61.5 Auction in Spore 

Prod CPO Australia 51,000 2011 HMD C.of Torm 20.75 

en bloc 

Prod CPO Malysia 51,000 2011 HMD C.of Torm 20.75 

Prod CPO New Zealand 51,000 2011 HMD C.of Torm 20.75 

Prod CPO Singapore 51,000 2011 HMD C.of Torm 20.75 
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Kamsarmax Aframax MR

Unit 07-Jun 28-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Dry Bulk usd/ldt 420.0 425.8 -1.4% -3.7%

 Dirty Tanker usd/ldt 425.8 432.0 -1.4% -2.5%

 Clean Tanker usd/ldt 424.0 428.9 -1.1% -3.9%

sale & purchase 

Secondhand Market 

Baltic Secondhand Assessments 

Baltic Ship Recycling Assessment (Subcontinent) 
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Unit 07-Jun 28-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Capesize usd mln 35.3 35.4 -0.3% +3.8%

Kamsarmax usd mln 22.9 21.1 +8.2% +5.2%

 Supramax usd mln 17.5 17.5 -0.3% -4.8%

 VLCC usd mln 68.4 67.5 +1.2% +10.9%

 Aframax usd mln 34.9 33.8 +3.2% +16.3%

 MR Product usd mln 28.1 27.9 +0.7% +8.3%

market report - week 23/2019 

On the Dry Bulk side, it wasn’t a very active week in terms of concluded deals, despite a few quality units being sold 
especially in the Supramax/Ultramax front. The Yangzhou Dayang 2012 blt “GH FRANKEL” it's reported sold to European 
Buyers at price region $16.9mln; the Tess58 design “BULK PEGASUS” 2009 blt Cebu was committed to Bangladesh Buyers 
Messers Akij at price region $13.3mln, whilst the Mitsui56 “LAKE DYNASTY” 2009 blt was reported sold to Greeks at 
$13.1mln. The OHBS Supramax “LAS TORTOLAS” around 50k dwt 2011 blt Oshima, which was inviting offers last Friday, we 
understand she should be committed around $12mln. In the smaller size, a lake fitted Handy around 30k dwt 2010 blt Guoyu 
was reported sold at price in excess of  $8 mln basis charter attached till Jan2020 at rate of $9,000/d gross. In the tanker 
market, attention was focused on the auction sail of the Brightoil ships which we understand committed as per following 
terms: “BRIGHTOIL GRAVITY” 320k dwt 2012 blt HHI sold to Hong Kong buyers, “BRIGHTOIL GRACE” 320k dwt 2013 blt HHI 
sold to Delta Tankers - prices we understand around high $50 to low $60 mln each depending on age – and finally 
“BRIGHTOIL LION”, an LR2 around 107k dwt 2010 blt Tsuneishi for a price of region $24 mln to Greek buyers. The Aframax 
“MUCUA” around 113k dwt 2008 blt New Times which rumoured sold at region $20 mln was infact not sold and Owners are 
holding for a price of $21 mln to dispose. In the product tanker market, clients of Torm purchased a fleet of 3 sisters MR2 
named “CPO AUSTRALIA-NEW ZELAND-SINGAPORE”, all around 51k dwt blt 2011 HMD for a price each of $20.75mln.  

Secondhand Reported Sales 

From June 2019, the Panamax BSPA benchmark changed into a Kamsarmax (82,500mt 
dwt on 14.43m, LOA 229m, beam 32.25m, 97,000cbm grain) and the benchmark BSPA 
Aframax specifications was amended  to 115,000mt dwt and 44m beam 



news 

Dry Bulk Commodities 

China May soybean imports fall on trade war, pig disease 
China’s soybean imports fell 24% in May from the same month last year, customs data showed on Monday, as the 
ongoing Sino-U.S. trade war and deadly African swine fever checked demand. China brought in 7.36 million tonnes of 
soybeans in May, down from 9.69 million tonnes last year, according to data from the General Administration of 
Customs. The May figure was also down from 7.64 million tonnes in April, when shipments had jumped as buyers 
delayed cargoes on a tax change. China imported 31.75 million tonnes in the first five months of 2019, down 12.2% 
from the same period last year, as higher tariffs on shipments from the United States, China’s second-largest supplier 
of soybeans, curbed buying. 
Canadian wheat sales to China hit 14-year high despite dispute, displacing U.S. shipments  
Canada has shipped the most wheat to China in 14 years, contrasting a sudden halt in canola trade amid a diplomatic 
dispute between the countries, as Chinese buyers shunned the United States. China bought 1.5 million tonnes of 
wheat from Canada from August 2018 through April 2019, nearly double the pace a year earlier and the most since 
2004-05, according to Canadian Grain Commission data. 
Industry concerns drive top exporter Ukraine's early adoption of new wheat standards 
Top exporter Ukraine's decision for early adoption of new wheat standards came on the heels of industry concerns 
that implementing just a month after the new marketing year begins could impact storage and transportation, the US 
Department of Agriculture said Wednesday. The world's fifth-largest wheat exporter officially announced on May 23 
that it will adopt the new standards on June 10, earlier than the previous implementation date of Aug. 1. The biggest 
change under the new standard is that the government has reduced soft wheat categories from six to four, USDA said 
in the Global Agricultural Information Network report released June 5. Under the new standards, soft wheat will have 
three milling wheat classes and one feed wheat class, according to market analysts.  
Port Hedland iron ore shipments to China rise in May 
Iron ore shipments to China from Port Hedland in west Australia increased by 9.3pc on the month and by 2.27pc on 
the year in May to 37.83mn t. Major iron ore producers Fortescue Metals, BHP and Roy Hill ship iron ore from Port 
Hedland. Total iron ore shipments from the port increased by 10pc on the month to 46.2mn t in May. China's iron ore 
import arrivals were down by 11pc from a year earlier to 83.75mn t in May. It typically takes around 10-15 days for 
shipments to reach Chinese ports from west Australia's Pilbara region, so some of the shipments from Port Hedland 
may reach China this month and be reflected in China's June import data. Higher shipments from Port Hedland in May 
are in line with market sentiment in China that iron ore arrivals and portside stocks may increase in June, easing supply 
concerns and pressuring iron ore prices amid slower demand from steel mills. 
Venezuelan cocoa piles up in New York as exporters scramble for cash  
U.S. stockpiles of Venezuelan cocoa swelled in May to levels not seen in at least five years, a Reuters analysis showed, 
as exporters in the crisis-hit country hit by U.S. sanctions scramble to raise cash however they can. Venezuela is in the 
midst of a years-long economic and humanitarian crisis that has deepened since the United States imposed sanctions 
on the country's oil industry in January as part of an effort to oust Socialist President Nicolas Maduro in favor of 
opposition leader Juan Guaido. 
U.S. report urges steps to reduce reliance on foreign critical minerals  
The U.S. Commerce Department on Tuesday recommended urgent steps to boost domestic production of rare earths 
and other critical minerals, warning that a halt in Chinese or Russian exports could cause "significant shocks" in global 
supply chains. The report includes 61 specific recommendations - including low-interest loans and "Buy American" 
requirements for defense companies - to boost domestic production of minerals essential for the manufacture of 
mobile phones and a host of other consumer goods, as well as fighter 
Five BHP tailings facilities pose 'extreme' risk 
Five of Anglo-Australian mining firm BHP's tailings facilities have been classified as posing an "extreme risk" to 
surrounding communities in the event of a collapse, while a further 16 are said to pose a "very high risk". The dams 
were ranked according to the Canadian Dam Association (CDA) Consequence Classification ratings. Of those posing an 
extreme risk, one is in the US and four are in Australia. Two are inactive, but the tailings dams at Whaleback in 
Western Australia and Olympic Dam in South Australia remain active. The facilities ranked very high risk are located in 
Australia, Chile, Canada and the US, five of which are in Arizona. 
 
Source: Refinitiv / Argus Media / Platts 
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news 

Oil & Gas 

U.S. sanctions target Iran petrochemicals, analysts see modest effect 
The United States sanctioned Iran’s largest petrochemical holding group on Friday for indirectly supporting the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), a step it said aimed to dry up revenues to the Iranian military unit but that analysts 
called largely symbolic. Friday’s sanctions targeted the Persian Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company (PGPIC) for 
providing financial support to the economic arm of the IRGC, a military organisation in charge of Iran’s ballistic missile 
and nuclear programs.  
Saudi energy minister says OPEC close to agreeing oil pact extension  
Saudi Arabia said on Friday that OPEC and its allies should extend oil production cuts at around current levels as the 
kingdom did not want a fight for market share with the United States or a repeat of the price collapse five years ago. 
Saudi Energy Minister Khalid al-Falih also said OPEC was close to agreeing to extend a pact on cutting oil supplies 
beyond June, although more talks were still needed with non-OPEC countries that were part of the production deal. 
Iran has no plans to leave OPEC despite tensions 
Iran has no plans to leave the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries despite being treated like an enemy 
by some fellow members, Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh said in an interview published on Saturday. “Iran has no plans to 
leave OPEC...and regrets that some members of OPEC have turned this organization into a political forum for 
confronting two founding members of OPEC, meaning Iran and Venezuela,” Zanganeh told the Iranian parliament news 
site ICANA. 
Putin says Russia disagrees with OPEC on fair oil price  
President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday Russia had differences with OPEC over what constituted a fair price for oil, 
but that Moscow would take a joint decision on output with OPEC colleagues at a policy meeting in the coming weeks. 
Putin's comments have set a stage for tough talks between Russia and its partners over their policy on the global oil 
market, which are expected to take place within a month. 
Norway's Equinor evacuates North Sea platform after collision with supply vessel 
Norwegian oil and gas firm Equinor has evacuated oil workers from its Statfjord A platform in the North Sea after it 
was struck by a supply vessel, the company said on Friday. The platform was not producing when the collision occurred 
at 1:55 a.m. on Friday (2355 GMT on Thursday), and there were no injuries to the 276 people on the platform, the 
company said. 
China's May crude oil imports at 9.5 mil b/d, fall1 mil b/d from Apr 
China's crude oil imports stood at 9.51 million b/d in May, falling 11% or more than 1 million b/d from the record high 
of 10.68 million b/d in April, preliminary data from the General Administration of Customs showed Monday. The 
country's crude imports in May totaled 40.23 million mt, the preliminary GAC data showed. Over January-May, China 
imported 205.13 million mt or 9.96 million b/d of crude oil, up 7.7% year on year. China's oil product exports fell 26.9% 
year on year and 27.3% from April to 4.49 million mt in May, GAC data showed. 
Canadian oil pipeline congestion sets up lucrative storage play 
pheavals in the Canadian crude market are providing unique opportunities for firms with sizeable long-term leases on 
Alberta storage tanks, a cluster that sources say includes Mercuria Energy Group and oil major BP Plc’s trading arm. 
Canada holds the world’s third-largest crude reserves, but years of delay in building new pipelines has led to oil 
production outpacing takeaway capacity. A glut of crude has thus been created, increasing demand for storage tanks in 
the oil sands province of Alberta, which this year introduced production cuts to deal with the oversupply. 
Russian oil contamination crisis is almost over  
Russia’s oil contamination crisis is almost over, Energy Minister Alexander Novak said at an economic forum in St 
Petesrburg on Friday. The country’s average daily oil output dropped this month to a three-year low after 
contaminated crude clogged its main export route. Contaminated Urals crude was discovered in the Druzhba pipeline 
to Europe in mid-April. 
U.S. refiners warn Trump: Mexico tariffs could result in higher fuel prices  
U.S. refiners warned the Trump administration that tariffs on imports from Mexico could deliver a punishing blow to 
refiners and raise the cost of gasoline just as the U.S. driving season kicks into high gear, according to sources familiar 
with the discussions. Trump surprised Mexico last week with a threat to impose 5% tariffs on all its exports to the 
United States unless the Mexican government took measures to stem the flow of illegal immigrants into the United 
States. 
Source: Refinitiv / Argus Media / Platts 
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Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Wheat usd/t 496.5 509.8 -2.6% -5.6%

 Corn usd/t 411.3 428.0 -3.9% +8.7%

 Soybeans usd/t 849.5 883.5 -3.8% -12.5%

 Palm Oil usd/t 480.4 494.9 -2.9% -19.1%

Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Iron Ore (Platts) usd/t 97.8 97.8 +0.0% +51.0%

 Iron Ore China @Tangshan rmb/t 776.0 783.0 -0.9% +62.3%

 Rebar in China rmb/t 4,008 4,069 -1.5% -0.3%

 Plate in China rmb/t 4,122 4,138 -0.4% -3.3%

 HR Coil in China rmb/t 3,992 4,060 -1.7% -8.3%

 CR Sheet in China rmb/t 4,325 4,372 -1.1% -6.6%

Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Steam @ Richards Bay usd/t 63.3 63.0 +0.5% -40.1%

 Steam @ Newcastle usd/t 73.0 75.8 -3.7% -35.9%

 Coking Coal Australia usd/t 199.0 200.0 -0.5% +0.0%

Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Crude Oil Brent usd/bbl 63.5 60.9 +4.2% -17.0%

 Crude Oil WTI usd/bbl 54.2 53.0 +2.4% -17.4%

 Crude Oil Dubai usd/bbl 62.0 60.4 +2.6% -17.2%

 Natural Gas Henry Hub usd/mmbtu 2.33 2.46 -5.3% -20.5%

 Gasoline Nymex usd/gal 1.74 1.74 +0.0% -17.5%

 ICE Gasoil usd/t 558.0 577.5 -3.4% -16.9%

 Naphtha Tokyo usd/t 467.1 478.0 -2.3% -28.0%

 Jet-Kerosene Asia usd/bbl 73.3 75.5 -3.0% -17.0%

Unit 07-Jun 31-May W-o-W Y-o-Y

 Rotterdam usd/t 373.0 382.0 -2.4% -12.3%

 Gibraltar usd/t 393.5 409.5 -3.9% -13.8%

 Singapore usd/t 395.0 396.0 -0.3% -12.4%

 Rotterdam usd/t 405.5 420.0 -3.5% -12.4%

 Gibraltar usd/t 430.5 444.5 -3.1% -10.7%

 Singapore usd/t 427.0 439.0 -2.7% -11.4%

 Rotterdam usd/t 546.0 585.0 -6.7% -14.3%

 Gibraltar usd/t 586.0 614.0 -4.6% -16.5%

 Singapore usd/t 566.0 594.0 -4.7% -14.2%
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dry  - capesize 5631-200 capes@bancosta.com research 5631-535 research@bancosta.com 
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dry  - handy 5631-200 handy@bancosta.com insurance  5631-700 insurance@bancostains.it 

dry  - operation 5631-200 dryoper@bancosta.com p&i 5631-770 hull@bancostains.it 

tankers 5631-300 tanker@bancosta.com yachting 5631-764 yachts@bancosta.it 

containers 5631-515 containers@bancosta.com agency 5631-600 bcagy@bcagy.it 

s&p 5631-500 salepurchase@bancosta.com ship repair 5631-626 shipyard@bcagy.it 

offshore 5631-550 offshore@bancosta.com towage/salvage 5631-626 shipyard@bcagy.it 
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singapore  hong kong beijing tokyo 

phone:  +65-6327-6862 phone:  +852-2865-1535  phone:  +86-10-8453-4993 phone:  +81-362-688-958 

sap@bancosta.com.hk  
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capespmx@bancosta.it bancosta.tokyo@spa.nifty.com 

 

web site:   www.bancosta.com 
 

linkedin:   linkedin.com/company/banchero-costa 
 

twitter:  twitter.com/banchero_costa 
 

In addition to regular market reports, banchero costa research recognize the need for bespoke 
reports & analysis, tailored to specific client needs.  

Reports can be produced on a wide range of shipping markets including dry bulk, tankers, gas & 
containers. In addition in-depth reports can be produced on specific commodity markets.  

To discuss individual requirements please contact:  

Phone: +65 6327 6863 

 Email: research@bancosta.com 

Legal notice:   The information and data contained in this presentation is derived from a variety of sources, own and third party’s, public and private, and 

is provided for information purposes only.   

Whilst banchero costa has used reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information in this presentation, banchero costa makes no 

warranties or representations as to the accuracy of any information contained herein or accuracy or reasonableness of conclusions drawn there from.  

Although some forward-looking statements are made in the report, banchero costa cannot in any way guarantee their accuracy or reasonableness. 

banchero costa assumes no liabilities or responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content of this report. 


